ROBOTO TRANSLATION
JOB OFFER

Customer Support Specialist- German

Responsibilities

• Replying to customers’ e-mails regarding any potential game-related issues
• Reporting progress and raising key issues to Project Manager
• Making sure deadlines are met

Requirements

• Perfect knowledge of German
• Solid English (international team)
• Ability to write clearly. You will have to describe the issues and reply to customers’ problems.
• Being a gamer will be a plus
• Friendly attitude :)

We offer

• Joining a fast growing company and great working atmosphere!
• Great chance of personal growth, while working with the biggest gaming companies all over the world (yes, we do have a plan how to make you grow)
• A competitive salary and informal work environment :)

Does it sound like you? Please, send us your CV and cover letter (both in English) to hr@roboto.pl as soon as possible!